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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Building a strong connection with the affluent segment on a one-on-one basis for brands could potentially help
consumers overlook other issues.

According to an Altiant report on the sentiments of affluents and high-net-worth individuals, luxury hospitality is
drawing in well-off consumers and could alter the high-end travel industry as a whole. The sector saw the highest
performance in terms of sentiment from survey takers, while wealth management saw the worst metrics.

"When looking at the six sentiments, it appeared that emotional connection had a positive halo effect, making us
wonder if building a strong emotional connection with the wealthy customer could compensate for other weak
attributes, such as trust, ethical/social responsibility, value for money, etc.," said Meryam Schneider, vice president
of marketing and partnerships at Altiant. "For instance, the luxury automotive industry scores the highest in
emotional connection in North America and APAC despite a low level of trust and ethical/social responsibility.

"Similarly, premium air travel scored high in emotional connection and was pretty lackluster in terms of value for
money," she said. "I would have expected a more positive correlation between these attributes.

This was so surprising that we will be conducting further research on the correlation between emotional connection
and customer behaviors in the luxury field."

Affluents and sentiment
Following hospitality, automotive, air travel, soft travel and hard luxury fill out the top five spots for rankings in
consumer preference.

Wealth management remained at the bottom of these rankings due to customer service, lack of innovation, trust and
ethical responsibility.

Affluent consumers in the survey referenced brand such as British Airways, Hilton, Rolex, Audi, Mercedes-Benz,
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Apple, BMW and Singapore Airlines.

However, brands such as Tesla, Emirates, Samsung, Audi, Apple and Mercedes-Benz were the most cited brands for
being best in class, in no particular order.

While factors such as customer service and trustworthiness have helped push affluents towards brands and
industries, many are lacking in terms of social responsibility.

"A less surprising but notable point is the poor proportion of five-star ratings on ethical/social responsibility across
industries," Ms. Schneider said. "[This is] a clear message that the luxury market could do more and maybe lead the
change on these matters."

For innovation aspects, electronics are driving favorability worldwide, as is the luxury automotive sector.

Hospitality is known as the top performer for trustworthiness, followed by air travel, soft luxury, automotive, hard
luxury, electronics and wealth management, in order.

Additional insight
Despite perceived cultural differences, affluent consumers in the United Kingdom and China have habits and
attitudes toward luxury that are increasingly similar.

Per Red Carpet Research's "Affluent fashion trends: U.K. vs. China" infographic, consumers in both countries
purchase luxury in much the same way and have an interest in the same high-end brands. While notable differences
do remain, it is  beneficial for luxury brands to understand the shared sentiments that exist between two of the
world's largest luxury markets (see story).

In a time when social media allows customers to voice their criticisms of brands' decisions at any time, navigating
through those crises becomes easier while bringing on new challenges.

Speaking at Forrester's Consumer Marketing event on Apr. 6, an analyst from the research firm explained how
Forrester views brand crises, how they can be predicted and how to handle them once they arise. By way of
example, she brought up how Facebook's recent controversies involving Cambridge Analytica have affected its
users' opinion of the platform (see story).

A more specific takeaway is, for example, the strong position of the high-end hospitality industry, defined as five-star
luxury hotels and resorts for leisure.

"Despite a low rating on innovation, the industry scores in the top two positions for customer service,
trustworthiness, ethical/social responsibility and value for money," Ms. Schneider said. "The position of this industry
is robust in the three regions: Europe, North America and APAC.

"We believe that luxury hospitality could be setting new trends for the global luxury industry," she said. "As
demonstrated frequently, the pursuit of luxury experiences over possessions has been a global trend, which
explains the solid growth of luxury travel in the past and a strong predicted growth for the next 10 years.

"The nomadic and global nature of millennials is also reinforcing this trend."
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